
Earls Colne
Lower Holt Street, CO6

Freehold
£1,250,000

A beautifully-presented Georgian-fronted home in two acres of garden with frontage to the
Colne and an impressive driveway approach. Including four grand-reception rooms with high
ceilings plus a detached two-double bedroom annex producing a good income (if required).

Stamp duty saving*.
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River house is a superbly presented country home found in prime commuter-countryside to the west of
Colchester. It has been carefully renovated over recent years by the current owners and is for sale including a
detached bungalow/annex within its grounds - making this an ideal purchase for multi-generational families who
want to live near to each other.

THE HOUSE
The property which dates from the 1700’s follows a typical layout for a house of that era with a large entrance
hall and landing leading to a series of well-proportioned rooms with high ceilings and large windows. The
accommodation incorporates sympathetic or original period features such as sash windows, grand fireplaces, wall
panels, oak doors, iron radiators, cornicing, two bay windows, recessed shelving, dwarf cupboards, feature
fireplaces on the first floor and exposed wood floors.

There are four reception rooms on the ground floor including a drawing room, a playroom, a dining room, and a
family room. The Neptune fitted kitchen is at the centre of the ground floor and is made with bespoke sweeping
units under stone surfaces and with an island that includes a wine fridge. Other ground floor accommodation
includes a utility room and two WC’s (one accessed from outside) and access to a cellar.

There are five double bedrooms on the first floor with the master enjoying an outlook along the driveway and
having its own substantial dressing room. This and the additional bedrooms share the use of a large bathroom
and a wet room. One bedroom has its own WC.

THE GROUNDS
The house sits towards the rear of grounds that measure in the region of two acres and which are a haven for
wildlife including otters and deer. Electric gates secure the grounds and include a detached double garage, a
150m shingled driveway, a large pond, several hundred meters of frontage to the river Colne and large expanses
of lawn. Dozens of trees line the perimeter. There is a large storeroom above the garage.

THE BUNGALOW/ANNEX (not photographed internally).
The cottage bungalow/annex is a fine property in its own standing, being located in the centre of the grounds
and having 780 square foot of accommodation, its own shingle driveway and a garage. It is currently let for an
income (ask agent for details) but would be ideal for a grandparent. The accommodation includes two bedrooms,
a double reception room, a separate kitchen and a bathroom.

THE LOCATION
River House is found on the outskirts of the village of Earls Colne, a substantial, active and well-served village in
north Essex. As such the house is within walking distance of a village supermarket, several pubs and restaurants,
a primary school. The Essex Golf Club & Country Club and The Colne Valley Golf Course are both just a short
drive from the house.

For commuters, Marks Tey train and Kelvedon stations are both within easy driving distance where direct services
run the heart of the City-of-London. Colchester is around ten minutes away by car or bus with all necessary
services plus some excellent schools.

STAMP DUTY LAND TAX RELIEF*
The agents believe that the detached annex (which can be considered a separate dwelling) entitles buyers to enjoy
significant relief on their stamp duty. We ask that any buyer verifies their own and the property’s eligibility with
their solicitor prior to making any offer.

POINTS TO NOTE
The house is Grade two listed.
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Please note that viewings of this property are restricted to buyers who are under offer with any dependent
purchase or who have nothing to sell.

Before booking a viewing of any Bloomfield Grey instruction, we suggest that buyers view its full online details
including the street-view representation, the site map, the satellite view and the floor plan. If you have any
questions, then please contact Bloomfield Grey.
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